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Mechanisms for Stable, Robust, and Adaptive Development
of Orientation Maps in the Primary Visual Cortex
Jean-Luc R. Stevens,1 Judith S. Law,1 Ján Antolík,1,2 and James A. Bednar1
1Institute for Adaptive and Neural Computation, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH8 9AB, United Kingdom and 2Unite´ de Neuroscience, Information
et Complexite´, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 91198 Gif sur Yvette, France
Development of orientationmaps in ferret and cat primary visual cortex (V1) has been shown to be stable, in that the earliestmeasurable
maps are similar in form to the eventual adult map, robust, in that similar maps develop in both dark rearing and in a variety of normal
visual environments, andyet adaptive, in that the finalmappattern reflects the statistics of the specific visual environment.Howcan these
three properties be reconciled? Usingmechanisticmodels of the development of neural connectivity in V1, we show for the first time that
realistic stable, robust, andadaptivemapdevelopment canbeachievedby including two low-levelmechanismsoriginallymotivated from
single-neuron results. Specifically, contrast-gain control in the retinal ganglion cells and the lateral geniculate nucleus reduces variation
in the presynaptic drive due to differences in input patterns, while homeostatic plasticity of V1 neuron excitability reduces the postsyn-
aptic variability in firing rates. Together these two mechanisms, thought to be applicable across sensory systems in general, lead to
biologicalmaps that develop stably and robustly, yet adapt to the visual environment. Themodeling results suggest that topographicmap
stability is a natural outcome of low-level processes of adaptation and normalization. The resultingmodel is more realistic, simpler, and
far more robust, and is thus a good starting point for future studies of cortical map development.
Introduction
Orientation-selective neurons in carnivoran and primate pri-
mary visual cortex (V1) form systematic topographic maps orga-
nized by preferred retinal location and orientation (Blasdel,
1992a,b; Kaschube et al., 2010). Optical imaging studies in ferrets
indicate that these orientationmaps develop in a stable way, with
a high similarity in the spatial layout between the weakly selective
initial maps and the final highly selective configuration (Chap-
man et al., 1996; Chapman and Bonhoeffer, 1998; Go¨decke et al.,
1997). This stability may be important for allowing regions
downstream from V1 to develop, and is particularly remarkable
given that V1 neurons undergo massive morphological changes
over this time (for review, see White and Fitzpatrick, 2007; Hu-
berman et al., 2008). V1 map development is also quite robust
against differences in inputs, with similar final map patterns de-
veloping until nearly 3 weeks of age in cats, regardless of whether
the eyes are open (Crair et al., 1998). Yet map development is not
simply decoupled from vision, because the development of selectiv-
ity corresponds to a critical period duringwhich visual experience is
required for neurons to achieve fully mature levels of orientation
tuning (Crair et al., 1998;ChapmanandGo¨decke, 2000;White et al.,
2001;White andFitzpatrick, 2007).Moreover, neurons andmaps in
animals reared in abnormal visual conditions during the critical pe-
riod come to reflect the statistics of the abnormal visual input [e.g.,
lid suture, (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Blakemore and Van Sluyters,
1975; White et al., 2001), striped environments (Blakemore and
Cooper, 1970; Sengpiel et al., 1999), or oriented blurring via goggle
rearing (Tanaka et al., 2006, 2009)].
Together, these results indicate that orientation map and selec-
tivitydevelopment is remarkably stableandrobustagainstvariability
in inputs over time or across animals, yet adaptive to the statistics of
availablevisual input.Althoughnumerouscomputationalmodelsof
activity-driven map development have been proposed (for review,
see Swindale, 1996; Goodhill, 2007), no map model has yet been
shown to develop stably in response to patterned inputs of different
types and strengths. Understanding howmaps can develop stably is
both of direct scientific interest, and may provide a criterion that
allows inherently unstable models to be rejected.
In this paper, we begin with a simple mechanistic model in-
cluding lateral connectivity that captures the essential features of
previous incremental Hebbian self-organizing network models
for map development (von der Malsburg, 1973; Kohonen, 1982;
Obermayer et al., 1990; Sirosh andMiikkulainen, 1994; Barrow et
al., 1996; Burger and Lang, 1999, 2001; Bednar andMiikkulainen,
2004;Miikkulainen et al., 2005), while omittingmechanisms that
destroy stability. Although this model develops maps, we show
that it is still relatively unstable, and is not robust to changing
inputs, e.g., varying input contrast. We then demonstrate that
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extending the model with two well-established low-level proper-
ties, neuron threshold adaptation and feedforward gain control,
independently improves robustness and stability, and that when
used together, the final GCAL (gain control, adaptation, laterally
connected) model achieves biological maps with robust and sta-
ble development, while reflecting the statistics of visual input.
The results suggest that the well-established mechanisms of gain
control and single-neuron homeostatic adaptation are important
basic principles underlying map development, not just for indi-
vidual adult or developing neurons.
Materials andMethods
The following sections first present methods used for quantifying the
emergence of selectivity in biological maps, the stability of these maps
over time, and the degree to which model maps resemble biological
maps. We then describe the set of models used in this paper.
Measuring stability and selectivity. The stability of orientation map
development is illustrated in Figure 1 with data from chronic optical
imaging in ferrets, reprinted from Chapman et al. (1996). Stability and
selectivitymeasures formaps in eight ferrets (of either sex; T. Bonhoeffer,
personal communication) are shown in Figure 2 and described below.
P P P P PP
Figure 1. Stable development of orientationmaps in ferret striate cortex. Orientationmaps recorded in the primary visual cortex of one ferret (animal 1-3-3630) at the postnatal ages indicated
are shown. In these polar maps, pixel color indicates orientation preference, and pixel brightness indicates the strength of orientation tuning. The selectivity of each map is normalized indepen-
dently, making blood vessels visible at P31 (e.g., the blue streak in the top left corner), but not at P42, once orientation selectivity has developed. As the maps mature, iso-orientation domains
become visible as colored regions that becomemore strongly responsive over time, without changing the overall map pattern. Data are reproduced from the study by Chapman et al. (1996).
A
B C
Figure 2. Development of orientation maps measured by chronic optical imaging in ferrets. A, Recorded selectivity (red square markers) and stability values (blue round markers) for all eight
ferrets, as a function of postnatal day [replotted data from the study by Chapman et al. (1996), their Figs. 4, 7]. Stability is quantified by the average difference in preference of each orientationmap
with the final map, as defined by Equation 1. A common selectivity and stability scale is used to allow comparison between ferrets. All values are in arbitrary normalized units, using the lowest
recorded value as the zero reference point and the highest recorded value as themaximum (seeMaterials andMethods).B, Themean selectivity and stability across ferrets as a function of postnatal
day, with the95% confidence intervals for each day indicated by the shaded area around the mean line. Selectivity and stability increase steadily and simultaneously over development so that
once neurons are selective, they are organized into amapwith the same form as the final measuredmap. These results show that selectivity does not precede increasing stability, indicating stable
map development. C, As a reference for later modeling work, the final orientation preference map (without selectivity) for ferret 1-3-360 on day P42 (Fig. 1, rightmost plot) is shown. The map is
organized into regularly repeating hypercolumns in all directions, as seen by the ringness in the Fourier power spectrum, plotted with the highest amplitude component in black. The center value
is the DC component, and themidpoint of each edge represents half of the highest possible spatial frequency in the cardinal directions (i.e., the Nyquist frequency). This Fourier spectrum is used to
calculate the average periodicity of themap,which is then plotted as a hypercolumn area 2, covering one period in the cardinal directions (white boxed area). Figure 3 illustrates how to use these
calculations to determine whether a model map resembles this animal data.
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Qualitatively,map development is considered stable if themappattern
remains constant once neurons have become highly selective; unstable
development would be characterized by maps that reorganize substan-
tially after orientation-selective patches first emerge (Chapman et al.,
1996). In electrophysiological measurements from ferret V1, average se-
lectivity (orientation tuning) is low from about postnatal day 23 (P23;
when visual responses can first be measured) until P28–P34, reaching
adult levels by P42–P49 (Chapman and Stryker, 1993). To examine sta-
bility of maps using optical imaging, Chapman et al. (1996) thus focused
on the period from P31 to P45. This period also corresponds to the
critical period for visual experience—disrupting activity before P50
eliminates selectivity even with normal visual experience after this age
(Chapman and Go¨decke, 2000). For this modeling study, we will also
focus on this period of normal orientation selectivity emergence; stability
after the critical period can be modeled trivially by disabling or greatly
reducing plasticity, and will not be investigated further here.
Thered lineswith squaremarkers inFigure2A showtheaverage selectivity
of the optical imaging signal fromP31–P45 for all eight ferrets (Chapman et
al., 1996);oneadditionaldatapoint fromferret1-1-4479atP55 isnot shown.
Although the selectivity values are on an arbitrary scale due to themeasure-
ment technique, the values for eachpostnatal age correspondclosely to those
found electrophysiologically (Chapman et al., 1996), and thus cover the
range from highly unselective to adult-like selectivity.
To assess stability quantitatively over this same time period, Chapman
et al. (1996) computed the correlation of orientation preference at each
developmental age with the organized preference map observed in the
final recording for that animal. For convenience, we have linearly res-
caled the “orientation similarity index” values from that study to vary
from 0.0 (uncorrelated preference) to 1.0 (identical preference), which
we compute as a stability index (SI):
SI  1 
4
n
i
 Fi  Oimod 2  , (1)
where i iterates over all n data points (pixels in the imaging frame), Fi is
the final orientation preference value for the neural unit corresponding
to pixel i, and Oi is the corresponding preference value at an earlier age.
The blue lines with round markers in Figure 2A show the results of this
calculation for eight ferrets from Chapman et al. (1996) measured at
different postnatal days. Note that even identical underlyingmaps would
give values below 1.0 on this measure, if there is any noise or variation in
measuring themap, and so the values shownhave beennormalized by the
highest and lowest stability values across all ferrets studied.
Given this data, stable development is defined as a map having high SI
values whenever the average selectivity value is high. When the selectivity is
very low, presumably before the neurons have developed at all, the map is
arbitraryanddominatedbymeasurementnoise,but ifdevelopment is stable,
the SI value should increase as soon as the selectivity value increases. Unsta-
ble development would be visible as a selectivity value that increases well
before stability does, representing neurons that have achieved selectivity be-
fore assuming the final preference value observed in the last mapmeasured.
As can be seen in Figure 2A, the SI value and the average selectivity are highly
correlated in every ferret shown,with both values typically increasing over time
ratherthanselectivitypredatingstability(thoughferret1-1-4479couldbeseenas
relatively unstable). An overall correlation between selectivity and stability is a
hallmark of stable map development, and is visible as a general trend in the
average data fromall ferrets, plotted in Figure 2B.
Assessing the organization of orientationmaps.Recording the selectivity
and stability index is sufficient for evaluating development in experimen-
tal recordings, where all maps are necessarily biologically realistic. In
simulated models of map development, there is no guarantee that simu-
latedmaps have an orientation structurematching those observed in real
animals. An unrealistic map may be both stable and selective, and so we
require that a goodmodel ofmap formation also results in realisticmaps,
similar to those found in animals. Ideally, map quality would be assessed
with an automated metric that reports how close the maps are to animal
data, e.g., on a scale from 0 to 1.0 as for stability.
There have been several previously published measures that could be
used to quantify the degree of map organization. Biological maps tend to
be smooth, which can bemeasured by the local homogeneity index (LHI;
Nauhaus et al., 2008) or the earlier “local input orientation selectivity
index” (Schummers et al., 2004), which both convey the local homoge-
neity in orientation preference at a particular cortical location. Biological
maps typically have non-uniformorientation histograms (Coppola et al.,
1998; Mu¨ller et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2009), which have been used to
characterize model maps as well (Bednar and Miikkulainen, 2004). Bio-
logical maps tend to have a ring-shaped Fourier power spectrum (Blas-
del, 1992a,b; Erwin et al., 1995; Fig. 2C), due to the regular repetition of
orientation patches across the cortical surface. Orientation maps also
contain pinwheels that may be identified, classified by polarity (whether
orientation preference increases clockwise or counterclockwise) and an-
alyzed; e.g., the average distance between nearest-neighbor pinwheels
tends to be greater between those of matching polarity than those of
opposite polarity (Mu¨ller et al., 2000).
Although thesemeasures can each help quantify the realism of simulated
maps, theydonotoffer a simple,unique referencevalue that cancharacterize
all biological maps. A useful metric should assign biological maps to a nar-
row possible range of values, ideally with theoretical justification for what
values should be expected in the biological system and why. Furthermore, a
reliablemetric shouldbe consistently definedbetween species, if it is to avoid
uncertainty in fitting species-dependent free parameters.
Accordingly, we developed a new map-quality metric based on the em-
pirical observation that pinwheel count in biological orientationmaps scales
linearly with hypercolumn size across many different species (Kaschube et
al., 2010). This linear relation gives a consistent number of pinwheels per
hypercolumn area (2), implying a constant pinwheel density when aver-
agedover sufficiently large cortical areas.This dimensionless, statisticalmea-
sureofpinwheeldistribution is thought to reflect auniversal constantofmap
organization, converging to  across carnivorans, primates, cats, and tree
shrews (Kaschube et al., 2010;Keil et al., 2012). This valuewas predicted by a
theoretical model of map organization and has strong empirical evidence,
withameanpinwheeldensity across four species (tree shrew, galago, cat, and
ferret) statistically indistinguishable from (Kaschube et al., 2010); see data
from three species in Figure 3D.
To establish the pinwheel density for any given map, the total pinwheel
countmustbedetermined.Pinwheel centers are locatedat the intersectionof
the zero contours of the real and imaginary components in the polar repre-
sentation of orientation preference (Lo¨wel et al., 1998). These contours are
shown in Figure 3A as black and white lines for a sample simulated prefer-
ence and selectivity map with approximately  pinwheel density. The
preference-only channel of this high-quality map is shown together with
corresponding pinwheel density and pinwheel count in Figure 3Ca. All the
maps shown in Figure 3 are for illustration only and are derived from simu-
lations to be described later; simulated data are necessary to demonstrate the
behavior of the metric for nonbiological maps.
For simulatedmaps using uniform random input statistics, a single num-
ber is sufficient to characterize the Fourier plots: the radius of the isotropic
ring, computed using themethods described in the study by Kaschube et al.
(2010).Toeliminatedisruptions inhypercolumnsizedue toborder effects at
the sheet edges, only the central 1.0 1.0 area from a simulated V1 sheet of
area 1.5 1.5 is analyzed for all model maps presented. The first step is to
integrate the spectral power as a function of radius, as shown by the histo-
grams in the FFT plots. The peak values of these histograms are estimated
using a least-squares fit of a Gaussian curve with additional linear and qua-
dratic terms (Kaschube et al., 2010, their Equation 7, supplementary mate-
rials). The computed fits are shown by the red curves overlaying the
histograms with the fitted peaks indicated by the blue arrows, marking the
estimated ring radius. This value reflects the periodicity with which hyper-
columns repeat across themapand is equal to thehypercolumnarea inunits
of2 when squared, shown for a ferret map in Figure 2C and for simulated
maps in Figure 3, A and B.
An identical analysis is shown for a lower-quality simulated orienta-
tion map in Figure 3B, where the map was generated by running a sim-
ulation outside its optimal operating range. Disruptions to the smooth
organization of preference result in clumps of pinwheels, explaining the
higher pinwheel density seen in Figure 3Cb. These clumps of pinwheels
could in principle be eliminated arbitrarily as duplicates, but because
they represent genuine areas of poorly organized preferences in these
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noise-free simulations, they have been retained as indicators of poormap
structure. This trend is illustrated in Figure 3C by a selection of maps of
increasingly poor quality that illustrate how the pinwheel count and
density tend to increase as map quality decreases.
The validity of using  pinwheel density as a reference value is
demonstrated in Figure 3D. The experimental values of pinwheel
density for tree shrews, galagos, and ferrets are plotted as diamonds,
using data reproduced from the study by Kaschube et al. (2010). The
values for simulated maps are plotted as circles for the high- and
low-quality map simulations (n  40 and n  33 respectively). The
high-quality maps are obtained from the final model developed in this
paper, while the lower-quality maps are computed using the initial,
simplified model introduced in the next section. The horizontal lines
through each cluster indicate the median value of the cluster points.
The median is indistinguishable from the mean for all clusters except
the low-quality map cluster, which has outliers of relatively high pin-
wheel density not visible in the plot.
It would be interesting to evaluate pinwheel density over development
using the chronically recorded ferret data, illustrated in Figure 1. This
measurement is not possible without access to the raw data, as prepro-
12
1
10
A D
EB
C
Figure 3. Evaluating map quality as the deviation from pinwheel density (). A, High-quality, realistic, orientation preference and selectivity map with approximately pinwheel density
(3.146), from the finalmodel to be discussed in this paper (GCAL). Correspondingpreference-onlymap is shown inCa.Pinwheel density is defined as the averagenumber of pinwheels (white circles)
per hypercolumn area ( 2) indicated by thewhite boxed area (A, B). Pinwheels are identified at the intersection of the zero contours of the real and imaginary components in polar representation
(white and black contours respectively). The periodicity of hypercolumns is estimated from the radius of the ring in the Fourier power spectrum (FFT) using the fittingmethod described in Kaschube
et al. (2010).B, A lower-quality map generated from the first model introduced in this paper (L), which has visible discontinuities in OR preference seen in Cb. The greater pinwheel density (5.917)
is due to a higher pinwheel count and a larger hypercolumn area due tomore widely spaced orientation blobs. The histogram (FFT plot inset) indicates mean spectral power as a function of radius,
the red line indicates the least-squares fit (Kaschube et al. 2010, their supporting onlinematerial, Eq. 7), and the blue arrow indicates the estimated peak spectral power radius (A,B). C, A selection
of model maps ordered by pinwheel density with pinwheel count to hypercolumn area ratio, shown in parentheses. Lower-quality maps usually have higher estimated pinwheel counts and
correspondingly higher pinwheel densities, with pinwheel counts so large for very poor maps as to be effectively undefined. D, Pinwheel density of three species (diamonds) and simulated maps
(circles) as a function of hypercolumn size [data replotted from the study by Kaschube et al. (2010)]. Horizontal lines indicate median values of each cluster with themedians of high quality model
maps also clustered around. E, Normalized, heavily tailed gamma distribution used to transform pinwheel density into a suitable metric on a unit interval with values for maps a, b, and c.
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cessingmay have introduced biases to the orientation structure that need
to be carefully controlled for when assessing pinwheel density (Kaschube
et al., 2010). The pinwheel density at the end of maturation in ferrets has
been established using 82maps recorded from adult animals, shown by a
cluster of green diamonds centered around  in Figure 3D.
For the poorest-quality maps, the pinwheel density is unbounded, as
illustrated by Figure 3C. In these highly disorganizedmaps (to the right of
Fig. 3C), an unrealistically large number of locations match the auto-
mated criterion for a pinwheel; few or any of these would satisfy any
subjective definition of a pinwheel. Even so, the “pinwheel count” is still
a useful measure in these cases, because such high numbers reliably in-
dicate low-quality maps.
To turnpinwheel density into ausefulmetric betweenunity (high-quality
maps) and zero (low-quality maps), a heavily tailed squashing function is
needed, mapping all the maps with unrealistically high pinwheel counts to
zero. We chose a normalized gamma distribution, shown in Figure 3E. The
labels a, b, and c show how the final metric value is computed for the three
example maps shown. The gamma distribution (k, ) is characterized by
k 1.8 and /(k 1). This latter constraint on  ensures that themode
of thecurveoccursat.Thiskernel is thennormalizedby thevalueevaluated
at to ensure thatmapswith exactlypinwheel density have ametric value
of 1. The only free parameter k is set to the value k 1.8 to allow detailed
discrimination of high-quality maps without discarding all the information
available for poor maps with a pinwheel density up to 30; other values will
place more or less penalty for very poor maps with unrealistically high pin-
wheel densities, but will otherwise lead to similar results.
Of course, a value of unity on the pinwheel density metric (or any
metric) is not sufficient by itself to guarantee that a given simulated map
is indistinguishable from a biological recording. For instance, it should
be possible to construct a synthetic map designed specifically to attain 
pinwheel density that nonetheless appears highly unnatural. Such delib-
erate “gaming” of the map metric is not possible using the simulations
presented in this paper, as the maps emerge gradually from a develop-
mental process, without modeler control over the specific placement of
pinwheels in the final organization. Even so, it is important to verify that
simulated maps with a high metric value satisfy the types of subjective
criteria used to evaluate biological results, such as those introduced by
Blasdel (1992b). For each result where maps are evaluated by metric, we
have thus also performed subjective evaluations of map quality, such as
assessment of whether the FFT is ring shaped, and whether there are
saddle points, linear zones, 180° pinwheels, fractures, and so on.We have
found no examples of simulated maps that achieve a realistic pinwheel
density but do not also look realistic with respect to these other proper-
ties. The automated pinwheel density metric value thus correlates well
with our overall subjective assessment of map quality. We have also
ensured that all the plots presented in this paper are representative of
those simulations that are not shown, for the same conditions.
Model architecture. The mechanistic models we will consider are vari-
ants of the original SOM (self-organizing map) algorithm introduced by
von der Malsburg (1973). In this type of model, the inputs are actual
visual images or patterns of spontaneous activity, which can be directly
related to the visual environment or to the imaging of retinal activity
patterns. Biologically plausible properties of single neurons can be inte-
grated into the network to explain many of the observed phenomena, as
opposed to just the geometric properties of the map pattern.
Unlike correlation-based learningmodels that useHebbian learning over
large batches of inputs (Linsker, 1986; Miller, 1994), self-organizing map
models operate using incremental Hebbian learning rules. Although the
mathematical structure of the final model is often less amenable to analysis
than those of linear, feedforward networks, the incremental nature of self-
organizing maps make themmore suitable for studying map development.
Incremental learning allows gradual changes in network organization to be
tracked as a streamof inputs drive the development of the network forward.
The models presented here self-organize using the same principles as
the LISSOM (Laterally Interconnected Synergetically Self-Organizing
Map) algorithm (Miikkulainen et al., 2005), whichwas inspired by earlier
SOM models (Kohonen, 1982; Obermayer et al., 1990). The simplest
model presented here, model L (laterally connected), may be considered
a simplified version of the LISSOM model, omitting ad hoc modeler-
determined changes to the Hebbian learning rate, activation thresholds,
and lateral excitatory radii over time. The fundamental operation of all
these self-organizing mapmodels has been explained in terms of dimen-
sionality reduction, specifically a discretized approximation of the prin-
cipal surface of the input (Ritter et al., 1992).
The architecture of the fourmodels evaluated in this paper is shown in
Figure 4. The models each consist of four sheets of neural units repre-
senting the input (retinal photoreceptors), the ON-center and OFF-
center pathways from the photoreceptors to V1 via the retinal ganglion
cells and the lateral geniculate nucleus, and V1. A sheet is a two-
dimensional array of firing-rate point neurons, with activation and plas-
ticity equations as described below. The simplest variant, model L
(laterally connected) consists of four afferent connections (one from the
photoreceptor sheet to eachON/OFF sheets and one from eachON/OFF
sheet to V1) with lateral connectivity only in the V1 sheet.
The AL (adaptation, laterally connected) model has the same set of
connections as L but includes homeostatic adaptation inV1, described by
the equations below. The GCL (gain control, laterally connected) model
has the same V1 sheet structure as L but includes lateral, divisive inhibi-
tion in the ON/OFF sheets that implement contrast-gain control. The
final GCAL model includes both the homeostatic adaptation of the AL
model as well as the contrast-gain control of the GCLmodel. Apart from
these specific differences, each model shares the same parameters and
mechanisms, and can thus be compared directly against the others.
As model L has the same basic architecture as the LISSOM model, the
spatial extents of connections and weight patterns are taken from and de-
scribed in the study by Miikkulainen et al. (2005). Models GCL and GCAL
introduce one new spatial parameter, determining the lateral extent of the
contrast-gain controlmechanism in the LGN layers. No parameters need to
be specified with very high precision for our conclusions to hold; in the
GCAL model, two significant digits of precision are sufficient to develop
qualitatively indistinguishablemaps.Weestimate that all parametersmaybe
changed by 	10% without affecting the overall behavior (except for the
homeostatic smoothing parameter, whichmay not be
1.0).
The models are implemented in the Topographica simulator, freely
available at www.topographica.org. Topographica allows simulation pa-
rameters to be specified in measurement units that are independent of
the level of detail used in any particular run of the simulation. To achieve
this, Topographica provides multiple spatial coordinate systems, called
sheet andmatrix coordinates. Parameters (such as sheet dimensions) are
expressed in continuous-valued sheet coordinates. In practice, of course,
sheets are discretized using some finite matrix of units. Each sheet has a
density, which specifies howmany units (matrix elements) in the matrix
correspond to a unit length in sheet coordinates. Each of these simula-
tions used a density of 98 neural units per sheet coordinate in V1, and 24
units per sheet coordinate in the retinal photoreceptor and ON/OFF
sheets. Results are independent of the density used, except at very low
densities where discretization artifacts can become prominent.
In all simulations shown, the area of the V1 sheet plotted and analyzed
has sheet-coordinate dimensions 1.0  1.0, thus consisting of 98  98
neural units. The underlying simulated V1 area is actually 1.5  1.5
(147 147 neural units), which is then cropped to 1.0 1.0 for analysis
and display, to eliminate border effects due to partial patterns of lateral
connectivity for neurons near the edge of the cortical sheet. TheON/OFF
channels and photoreceptors are similarly extended for simulation to
3.0  3.0 and 3.75  3.75 in sheet coordinates, respectively, to avoid
having any afferent receptive field cropped off, and to avoid edge effects
in the ON and OFF channels due to gain control connections when
present. In Figure 4, all sheets are shown at the same size for visibility, but
the actual area mapped topographically between sheets was the central
1.5 1.5 region of each sheet that corresponds to V1.
Temporal properties. As a simplification, we have ignored the detailed
temporal properties of the subcortical neural responses and of signal prop-
agation along the various types of connections. Instead, themodel ON/OFF
units have a constant, sustained output, and all connections have a constant
delay, independent of the physical length of that connection. One training
iteration in themodel represents one visual fixation (for natural images) or a
snapshot of the relatively slowly changing spatial pattern of spontaneous
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activity (for retinal waves); i.e., an iteration con-
sists of a constant retinal activation, followed by
processing at the ON/OFF and cortical levels.
For one iteration, assume that input is drawn
on the photoreceptors at time t, and the connec-
tion delay is defined as t  0.05. Then, at t 
0.05, theON/OFF cells compute their initial acti-
vation; at time t 0.10, the ON/OFF cells incor-
porate lateral inhibition for gain control (if
present in thismodel); and at t 0.15, V1 begins
computing. At t 0.20 and every 0.05 iterations
until t 1.0, V1 continues to compute in a series
of settling steps, a fixed number sufficient to en-
sure that cortical activity is no longer changing
significantly (data not shown). During this pe-
riod, the retinal activity is assumedtobeconstant,
to reduce computational requirements.
Stimuli. Images are presented to the model at
each iteration by activating the retinal photore-
ceptor units. The activation value i of unit i in
the photoreceptor sheet (P) is given by the gray-
scale value in the chosen image at that point.
The images used here are either oriented and
elongated two-dimensional Gaussian patterns,
disk-shapedpatterns of noisy activation, or natu-
ral imagepatches,which together cover a rangeof
different input types so that we can evaluate the
robustness of map development. The center co-
ordinates and orientation of each Gaussian are
chosen from a uniform randomdistribution and
cover an area of the photoreceptor sheet that is a
third wider and taller than V1, so that even V1
units near the borders will see an approximately
uniform distribution of each part of the Gaussian
blobs. ForGaussianpatterns, the contrast is defined
as the percentage of the input range 0.0 to 1.0.
Noisy disk patterns create a circular region of activity with a radius that is
a substantial portion of the size of the photoreceptor sheet to generate dis-
tinct edges; theactivation is smoothedat theedgesof thediskwithaGaussian
blur (Bednar andMiikkulainen, 2004). Disk centers are chosen from a uni-
form randomdistribution larger than the retinal photoreceptor sheet size to
allow for V1 units to see a uniformdistribution of disk areas. Uniform zero-
mean random noise is then added to the disk pattern.
Natural image patterns are photoreceptor-sheet-sized patches from
images of natural objects and landscapes, from a data set by Shouval et al.
(1996). The pictures were taken at Lincoln Woods State Park in Rhode
Island, and scanned into a 256  256 pixel image. No corrections were
used for the optical distortions of the instruments, and there was no
preprocessing of the images. The data set used to approximate vertical
goggle rearing shown in Figure 11 consists of the same set of image
patches, but blurred by convolutionwith an anisotropic Gaussian kernel.
The convolution kernel is a 128  128 matrix, consisting of a centered,
vertical Gaussian patternwith an aspect ratio of 10 (x 0.25,y 0.025
in unit sheet coordinates) and total weight of unity.
The ON/OFF sheets.At each iteration, a new retinal input is presented,
and the activation of each unit in each sheet is updated. Neurons in all
sheets are firing-rate point neurons, with a state characterized by an
activation level. For allmodels, the activation level	 for a unit at position
j in an ON/OFF sheet O at time t t is defined as follows:
	 j,O t 
 t  f  O iFj,Pi tijk 
 S 
iFj,S
	i,O tij,S
 . (2)
The constant O 14.0 is an arbitrary multiplier for the overall strength
of connections from the photoreceptor sheet to the ON/OFF sheets,
chosen to give typical activations in the range 0.0 to 1.0, whereas S is the
strength of the feedforward contrast-gain control; i is the activation of
unit i in the two-dimensional array of neurons on the photoreceptor
sheet from which ON/OFF unit j receives input (its afferent connection
field Fj,P), and 	i,O(t) is the activation of other ON/OFF units on the
previous time step (received over the suppressive connection field Fj,S).
The activation function f is a half-wave rectifying function that ensures
the activation of ON/OFF units is always positive.
In the L andALmodels where contrast-gain control is not applied, k
1 and S 0, whereas in the GCL and GCALmodels, k 0.11 and S
0.6. The constant k ensures that the output is alwayswell defined forweak
inputs, and S is chosen to rescale activation values so that the numerical
results are comparable with and without gain control.
The weights ij represent the fixed connection weights from photore-
ceptor i to the ON or OFF unit j defined with a standard difference-of-
Gaussians kernel. The connection fields for ON units have a positive
center and negative surround, and vice versa for OFF units. More pre-
cisely, the weight ij from an ON-center cell at location (0, 0) in the ON
sheet and a photoreceptor sheet in location (x, y) on the photoreceptor
sheet is given by the following:
ij 
1
ZC
exp  x2 
 y22C2   1ZS exp  x
2 
 y2
2S
2 . (3)
The width of the central Gaussian is defined byc 0.037, ands 0.15
determines the width of the surround Gaussian, where Zc and Zs denote
the normalization constants that ensure the center and surroundweights
each always sum to 1.0. The weights for an OFF-center cell are the nega-
tive of theON-centerweights (i.e., surroundminus center). The center of
the connection field of each ON/OFF unit is mapped to the location in
the photoreceptor sheet corresponding to the location of that unit in
sheet coordinates, making the projection retinotopic.
The weights ij,S in the denominator of Equation 2 specify the spatial
profile of the lateral inhibition received from other ON/OFF units when
contrast-gain control is active. The weights of these connections have a
fixed, circular Gaussian profile so that a neuron located at (0, 0) in either
the ON or OFF sheet will have the following weights:
Figure4. Generalmodelarchitecture.Thefourmodelsdiscussedinthispaperconsistoftwo-dimensionalarraysofcomputationalunits
representing local groups of neurons at each visual processing stage. Connections to one unit in each sheet are shown with afferent
connections in yellowand lateral connections in red. TheV1 region shownhere covers	44mmof ferret cortex,matching the cortical
area represented by all the simulated orientation map plots in this paper. V1 units receive lateral excitatory (small circle) and lateral
inhibitory (largecircle) connections fromnearbyV1units, leadingtothe“bubbles”ofactivity seenontheV1sheet.V1units receiveafferent
inputfromsheetsrepresentingtheONandOFFchannels, representingtheactionofretinalganglioncellsandthelateralgeniculatenucleus,
whichinturnreceiveinputfromtheretinalphotoreceptors.Thedifference-of-Gaussianafferentconnectionsfromthephotoreceptorstothe
ON and OFF units form a local receptive field on the retina, and cause ON-center units to respond to light areas surrounded by dark, and
OFF-centerunits todarkareas surroundedby light.Neighboringneurons in theONandOFFsheetshavedifferentbutoverlappingreceptive
fields. Input to the retinal photoreceptors canbeany typeof patterned image, such as the small natural imagepatch shownhere. TheGCL
andGCALmodelshaveadditional lateral inhibitoryconnectionswithintheONandOFFsheets,butotherwiseall fourmodelsdiscussedshare
identical initialweight profiles, spatial extents, andprojection strengths.
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ij,S 
1
ZS
exp  x2 
 y22S2 , (4)
where (x, y) is the location of the presynaptic neuron, S 0.125 deter-
mines the width of the Gaussian, and ZS is a normalizing constant that
ensures that the total of all the lateral inhibitory weights ij to neuron j
sum to 1.0.When contrast-gain control is enabled, these recurrent lateral
connections are activated once per iteration, before activity is sent to the
V1 sheet.
TheV1 sheet.EachV1neuron in eachmodel receives connections from
three different connection types or “projections” (p), i.e., the afferent
projection from the ON/OFF sheets (both channels concatenated into
one input vector; pA), the recurrent lateral excitatory projection (p
E), and the recurrent lateral inhibitory projection (p I) from other V1
neurons.
The contribution Cj,p to the activation of unit j from each projection
type (p A, E, I) is calculated as follows:
Cj,p t 
 t  
iFj,p
	i,p tij,p, (5)
where	i,p is the activation of unit i taken from the set of neurons in V1 to
which unit j is connected (its connection field Fj), andwij,p is the connec-
tion weight from unit i in V1 to unit j in V1 for the projection p. Afferent
activity (p A) remains constant after the first update from the retina,
but the other contributions change over 16 settling steps, depending on
the activity in V1.
The contributions from all three projections to V1 (afferent and lat-
eral) described above are combined using Equation 6 to calculate the
activation of a neuron j in V1 at time t:
	 j,V t  f  
p
pCjp t . (6)
The projection strength scaling factors for each projection type p are A
1.5, E  1.7, and I  1.4 for all models, set to provide a balance
between excitation and inhibition, and between afferent and lateral in-
fluences, to provide robust formation of activity bubbles that allows
smooth maps to form. For models L and GCL, f is a half-wave rectifying
function that ensures positive activation values. In the case where single-
neuron automatic adaptation is included (models AL and GCAL), f has a
variable threshold point () dependent on the average activity of the unit
as described in the next subsection, but in all cases the gain is fixed at
unity.
Once all 16 settling steps are complete, the settled V1 activation pat-
tern is deemed to be the V1 response to the presented pattern. At this
point we use the V1 response to update the threshold point () of V1
neurons (using the adaptation process described below) and to update
the afferent and lateral inhibitory weights via Hebbian learning. V1 ac-
tivity is then reset to zero, and a new pattern is presented. Note that both
adaptation and learning could instead be performed at every settling step,
but this would greatly decrease computational efficiency.
Adaptation. To set the threshold for activation, each neuron unit j in
V1 calculates a smoothed exponential average of its settled activity pat-
terns 	 j:
	 j t  1  	 jt 
 	 j t  1. (7)
The smoothing parameter ( 0.991) determines the degree of smoothing
in the calculation of the average. 	 j is initialized to the target average V1
unit activity (), which for all simulations is 	 jA 0    0.024. The
threshold is updated using the following:
 t   t  1 
 	 j t  , (8)
where  0.01 is the homeostatic learning rate. The effect of this scaling
mechanism is to bring the average activity of each V1 unit closer to the
specified target. If the activity in a V1 unit moves away from the target
during training, the threshold for activation is thus automatically raised
or lowered to bring it closer to the target. Note that an alternative rule
with only a single smoothing parameter (rather than  and ) could be
formulated, but the rule as presented here makes it simple for the mod-
eler to set a desired target activity .
Learning. Initial connection field weights are isotropic 2D Gaussians
for the lateral excitatory projection and uniformly random within a
Gaussian envelope for afferent and lateral inhibitory projections. Specif-
ically, a neuron located at (i, j) will have the following weights:
ij 
1
Zp
u exp  x2 
 y22p2 , (9)
where (x, y) is the sheet-coordinate location of the presynaptic neuron, u
1 for the lateral excitatory projection (p E), and u is a scalar value drawn
from a uniform random distribution for the afferent and lateral inhibitory
projections (p  A, I), p determines the width of the Gaussian in sheet
coordinates (A  0.27, E  0.025, I  0.075), and Zp is a constant
normalizing term that ensures that the total of all weights ij to neuron j in
projection p is 1.0. Weights for each projection are only defined within a
specific maximum circular radius rp (rA 0.27, rE 0.1, rI 0.23).
In the model, as images are presented to the photoreceptors, V1 affer-
ent connection weights ij,A from the ON/OFF sheets are adjusted once
per iteration (after V1 settling is completed) using a simple Hebbian
learning rule. This rule results in connections that reflect correlations
between the presynaptic ON/OFF unit activities and the postsynaptic V1
response. Hebbian connection weight adjustment at each iteration is
dependent on the presynaptic activity, the postsynaptic response, and the
Hebbian learning rate:
ij,pt 
ij,pt  1 
 	 j	i
¥kkj,pt  1 
 	 j	k
, (10)
where for unit j, is theHebbian learning rate for the afferent connection
field Fj. Unless it is constrained, Hebbian learning will lead to ever-
increasing (and thus unstable) values of the weights (Rochester et al.,
1956). In all of the models, the weights are constrained using divisive
postsynaptic weight normalization (Eq. 10), which is a simple and well-
understoodmechanism. Afferent connection weights fromON andOFF
units are normalized together in the model. We expect that a more bio-
logically motivated homeostatic mechanism for normalization such as
multiplicative synaptic scaling (Turrigiano, 1999; Turrigiano and Nel-
son, 2004; Sullivan and de Sa, 2006) or a sliding threshold for plasticity
(Bienenstock et al., 1982) would achieve similar results, but we have not
tested these.
The learning rates for the afferent projection, lateral excitatory projec-
tion, and lateral inhibitory projections are A 0.1, E 0.0, and I
0.3, respectively. The density-specific value used in the equation above is
then calculated as  A/A, where A is the number of connections per
connection field in the afferent projection. To increase computational
efficiency, lateral excitatory connections do not learn during develop-
ment in the simulations presented here. The effect of lateral learning has
been explored in detail in previous similar models (Miikkulainen et al.,
2005), and the maps generated by the GCALmodel are visually indistin-
guishable regardless of whether or not lateral excitatory connections are
plastic (data not shown).
Analysis of model maps. Model orientation maps are calculated based
on the vector averagemethod (Blasdel and Salama, 1986;Miikkulainen et
al., 2005). Sine grating inputs that cover the full range of parameter values
(combinations of all orientations, frequencies, and phases) are pre-
sented, and for each orientation, the peak response of the neuron is
recorded. The orientation preference is calculated by constructing a vec-
tor for each orientation  (between 0 and 180°), with the peak response as
the length and 2 as its orientation. These vectors are summed and the
preferred orientation is calculated as half of the orientation of the
summed vector. The selectivity is given by themagnitude of the summed
vector. Average orientation selectivity values are the mean value of ori-
entation selectivity across all units in the map and are normalized by
dividing by the maximum average selectivity measured across all simu-
lations reported in this paper.
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Orientation tuning curves are measured by presenting sine gratings
with 20 different orientations, each at eight different phases and for a
range of contrasts. For each contrast, the responses of each neuron unit
are measured, and the maximum response at each orientation over all
phases is recorded. The tuning curve is constructed from thesemaximum
responses.
To ensure consistent map measurement across all conditions, orien-
tation maps in Figures 3–9 are measured before lateral interactions and
the V1 activation function take affect (i.e., on the afferent input activity
only). Maps for models with gain control change little if these steps are
included.However, formodels without gain control, if activation thresh-
olds and lateral interactions were simulated during map measurement,
maps would need to be measured at many different contrasts, because
orientation tuning in these models is not contrast invariant, and there-
fore orientation selectivity is difficult to determine. Instead, we use the
orientation selectivity of the afferent connections as ameasure of themap
selectivity in all cases. This simplification allows fair and consistent com-
parison of selectivity values between the simulations of all four models.
Similarly, connection field plots show the weights of connections be-
tween theON sheet andV1 at different times during development. These
weights are used as an approximation to the receptive fields that can be
measured using a computationally intensive reverse correlation process
that takes into account the full connectivity, which againmust control for
contrast in the models without gain control. The true orientation selec-
tivity of neurons in the full recurrent network is reflected in the orienta-
tion tuning curves for the GCAL model (as shown in Fig. 12).
Results
In this section we present results from four closely related devel-
opmental models of orientation map formation, all sharing the
architecture illustrated in Figure 4. As described inMaterials and
Methods, eachmodel is a network of single-compartment firing-
rate units, each receiving afferent and lateral connections that are
modified by Hebbian learning. The models share the same four
sheets of simulated neurons representing the pathway from the
retina to V1, with the same dimensions, connection radii, initial
weights, and all other parameter settings.
The robustness of each model will initially be analyzed across
a wide range of input contrasts for an artificial input pattern
(randomly positioned and oriented elongated two-dimensional
Gaussians). These simple patterns help make our reasoning
about how each mechanism affects map development clear and
intuitive and are sufficient for evaluating eachmodel’s robustness
to input contrast. In turn, contrast is used as a well-defined and
easily characterized proxy for a variety of changes in input pat-
terns that could affect howmuchV1 is activated for a given input,
and could thus affect stability and robustness. Once all fourmod-
els have been evaluated with respect to contrast for Gaussians, we
will show that the results still hold (with no changes in model
parameters) for more complex changes in the input images that
are more difficult to characterize.
For each model, we evaluate the orientation selectivity, map
stability, and map quality, and relate the results to data from
ferrets. The first model is a simple laterally connected model of
orientation map development that we will refer to as model L.
Model L retains the essential features of previous models in this
genre (Sirosh and Miikkulainen, 1997; Burger and Lang, 1999,
2001; Miikkulainen et al., 2005), while omitting biologically
unrealistic mechanisms like lateral radius shrinking that also
reduce stability, as well as eliminating arbitrary manual inter-
ventions like threshold changes or learning rate changes over
development.
Subsequent models build on L, adding single-neuron homeo-
static threshold adaptation (model AL), feedforward gain control
(model GCL), and finally both mechanisms together (model
GCAL). Justification for each mechanism is discussed as it is
introduced, but the details of these two mechanisms are de-
scribed inMaterials andMethods. The results show that as well as
reproducing stable development, the final GCALmodel is robust
to extreme changes in the input statistics, even during the process
of development.
Model L: a simple model of map development
Results from simulated development in the Lmodel are shown in
Figure 5. Each V1 model neuron receives excitatory connections
from an already retinotopically aligned set of ON/OFF neurons
and excitatory and inhibitory connections from other V1 neu-
rons (Fig. 4). At each iteration, two elongated and oriented
Gaussian patterns are presented on themodel retina. The afferent
and lateral connections lead to the formation of isolated bubbles
of activity in V1 in response to the input pattern. Initially random
afferent weights between the ON/OFF units and V1 then adapt
based on the presynaptic and postsynaptic activity, via a simple
Hebbian learning rule with divisive normalization (Eq. 10). Neu-
rons in each bubble thus learn their topographically correspond-
ing input pattern, while neurons in other bubbles learn different
patterns. Over the course of development (20,000 iterations),
A
B
Figure 5. Model L develops maps, but is not stable. A, Model development at six different iteration time points for a single simulation. Self-organization was driven by two elongated Gaussian
patterns at 25% contrast per iteration, with an example inset into the plot for iteration 0. Polar orientationmaps from the beginning of development to the finalmap at iteration 20,000 are shown.
Each unit is color coded according to orientation preference, as shown by the color key. The brightness and saturation of the color indicates the strength of orientation tuning of the afferent
connections, and each panel corresponds to	4 4mm of visual cortex (a 1.0 1.0 area in sheet coordinates). B, Afferent connections from the ON sheet to V1 are shown for an arbitrary set of
V1 units throughout development. Initially random connections are strengthened and weakened by Hebbian learning, forming orientation-selective receptive fields, but the map patterns change
significantly over time. These results, while an improvement over existing models that have additional, biologically implausible mechanisms for reducing stability to improve their final map
organization, represent a baseline for the results of the later models (AL, GCL, and GCAL). The behavior of L is analyzed further in Figure 6, and the last map shown corresponds to Figure 6E.
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nearly all receptive fields become orientation selective, and a top-
ographic organization for orientation is formed (Fig. 5). This
topographic organization arises because throughout the develop-
ment process, nearby neurons are similarly activated, and there-
fore develop similar orientation preferences. This process has
been well documented in previous models (Burger and Lang,
1999; Miikkulainen et al., 2005).
L is a greatly simplified model, explicitly designed to demon-
strate this process of self-organization using a minimal set of
mechanisms. The afferent input to V1 is a linear rectified func-
tion of the image contrast (since the output of ON/OFF units is a
linear function of the overall input from the retinal photorecep-
tors), as shown in Figure 6A. The activity of each LGN unit is the
dot product of the photoreceptor input and a normalized
difference-of-Gaussian ON or OFF receptive field, and the rela-
tionship between LGN activity and V1 afferent response is also
linear. Unlike the LGN units, a V1 unit will not respond until the
sum of its input activities exceeds a fixed minimum threshold, 
(Fig. 6B).
The robustness of this model to changes in input stimulus is
evaluated by the behavior of the model as a function of input con-
trast, without changing any other parameters. Although there are
many other dimensions over which these inputs could be varied
(e.g., numberofGaussianpatterns, sizeofpattern, amountofnoise),
robustness to contrast is an intuitive feature that can be easily evalu-
ated and related to the visual system. The analysis of this simple
model is shown in Figure 6C. For each contrast, the average stability
over development (measured at intervals of 1000 iterations), the
average orientation selectivity of afferent connections in the final
map (iteration 20,000), and the averagemapquality of the finalmap
1
A D
E
F
B
C
Figure 6. Model L: basic model has relatively poor stability, map quality, and robustness to contrast. A, B, The transfer functions from photoreceptor activity to LGN activity (A) and from LGN
activity toV1 afferent response (B). Both transfer functions haveunit slope, andV1units have a fixed threshold of0.2.C, Themeanmap stability (green), selectivity (red), andmapquality (blue)
as a function of contrast, across 10 simulations with randomized input sequences. Shaded areas indicate95% confidence intervals. For low-contrast inputs, neurons are not activated, and thus
no learning occurs (point D); at slightly higher contrasts neurons have higher stability and selectivity (point E), but at the highest contrasts (point F) neurons are very unstable. Neurons have a
relatively high selectivity and stability in a small range of contrasts for which the model has been tuned (contrasts 15–30%). D–F, Organization of model L at the end of development (iteration
20,000) at 10%(D), 25%(E), and100%(F ) contrast. Polar orientationpreferencemapswith estimatedpinwheel positions, alongwith sample inputs (inset) andafferent connection fields (CFs) from
the ON sheet to V1 neurons for an arbitrary selection of model neurons (evenly spaced along the vertical midline of themap), are shown. The corresponding two-dimensional FFTs are shown, with
1D the spectral power histogram (green), function fit (red), and estimated peak position (blue arrow) used to estimate the hypercolumndistance (white scale bar). These values determine the value
of themapmetric, which is fairly poor even for the best Lmaps due to the large number of pinwheels identified. On the right, the stability and selectivity are plotted as a function of simulation time
for that contrast, showing the average across all 10 random seeds with the95% confidence intervals. D, For low-contrast inputs (contrast 10%) orientation maps do not develop, yielding
nominally high stability values that are meaningless because the selectivity remains low. E, Maps are well ordered, and development is somewhat stable, within the “tuned” range of contrasts
(contrast 25%, as in Fig. 5). F, Orientation maps for high-contrast patterns (100% contrast) are highly disorganized, with sharp boundaries between hypercolumns and a non-ring-shaped FFT.
Afferent connections are highly orientation-selective imprints of the elongated Gaussians presented to the photoreceptor sheet, andmap development is highly unstable, indicated by an early rise
in selectivity without a corresponding increase in stability. Note that the final value of each stability plot will always be 1.0; the final map compared with itself has a stability index of unity. Overall,
although L develops maps, it fails to be robust to contrast, develops relatively poor quality maps, and is not very stable compared to the ferret data.
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are computed by taking the mean results of 10 different random
seeds controlling the pattern of training inputs. These three mea-
suresgiveagood indicationof the stability, robustness, andqualityof
map development for each input image contrast. A fixed set of three
contrasts has been chosen for illustration and analysis in all four
models: the low-contrast point (Fig. 6D), the medium-contrast
point (E), and the high-contrast point (F). The medium contrast
level of 25% is also shown in Figure 5 andwas selected as the peak of
the mapmetric for the Lmodel.
Figure 6C shows that low-contrast inputs to the L model (15–
20% contrast) can result in higher stability but lowermap quality
than shown in Figure 5. At these low contrasts, neurons become
moderately selective, and a small degree of stability can be
achieved because, as the receptive fields of the model neurons
form, connections that have been strengthened by Hebbian
learning continued to strengthen throughout development,
rather than being overwritten by the strengthening of a different
set of connections. Figure 3D illustrates that the pinwheel densi-
ties at these contrasts are reliably distinguishable from biological
maps; average results from 33 simulations of the L model at 15%
contrast are shown.
In this model, contrasts of 10% and below (Fig. 6D) lead to a
complete lack of map development. If the presynaptic ON/OFF
activity is not strong enough to consistently exceed the necessary
fixed threshold  to activate V1 neurons, connections will not
change, and receptive fields will not form. Such a developmental
process is thus completely stable at the cost of achieving any
degree of selectivity. Although this is a trivial property of the L
model, the ability of the early visual system to ensure that V1 is
sufficiently activated is an important consideration for under-
standing visual development.
As input image contrast increases, both the stability of map
development and the overall level of map organization degrades
rapidly, resulting in maps such as the one shown in Figure 6F at
high contrast. The map organization of the orientation map in
Figure 6F can be seen to be very poor, as reflected by the non
ring-shaped structure in the Fourier power spectrum. These ob-
servations hold across all 10 randomized simulation runs, as
demonstrated by the low value of the  pinwheel density metric
for all high-contrast measurements (Fig. 6C).
In general, the L model is not robust to contrast. Unlike the
experimental data shown in Figure 1A, selectivity is achieved rap-
idly, butmap stability over development is notmaintained. There
are several key properties of this simplemodel thatmake it a poor
model of robust map development in animals. First, the linearity
of activity in the LGN and V1 with respect to photoreceptor
activity ensures increases in contrast directly lead to correspond-
ing increases in activity inON/OFF units as well as in V1. Second,
the lateral interactions in the model depend on the level of acti-
vation of V1 units and further amplify activity in V1 as input
image contrast increases. Third, as the afferent weights in the
model develop, receptive fields of V1 neurons become more ori-
entation selective and therefore match the patterns in the input
more closely, further increasing the postsynaptic responses of V1
neurons. These three properties ensure that during development,
when inputs are high contrast, both ON/OFF and V1 activity will
also be high.
With a fixedHebbian learning rate, the consequence of simul-
taneously elevated presynaptic and postsynaptic activity (from
the highON/OFF andV1 responses respectively) ensures that the
amount of Hebbian learning is increased (Eq. 10). Therefore,
with high-contrast input, connections between ON/OFF and V1
cells are more likely to be overwritten as differently oriented pat-
terns are presented, leading to continual reorganization of recep-
tive fields and a corresponding loss of stability and overall map
quality.
Conversely, selectivity of receptive fields increases as contrast
is increased. This is because, as contrast increases, connections
begin to strengthen and weaken on a faster time scale, eventually
becoming indicative of the most recent pattern on the retinal
photoreceptors (which in this case will be a highly selective, elon-
gated Gaussian pattern) rather than learning to represent longer-
term correlations in the afferent input.
This simple model, although capable of forming orientation-
selective receptive fields and smooth topographic organization
for orientation (given a particular set of parameters), is not ro-
bust even to small changes in the input image contrast. Since
experimental results indicate thatmapdevelopment is robust and
stable over a time scale relatively consistent between animals, and
that the input activity properties are likely to change during de-
velopment (for example, before and after eye opening), it is nec-
essary for the visual system to have some underlying mechanism
that compensates for changes in the type of driving input.
The following sections show how feedforward gain control
and automatic adaptation of the neuronal activation thresholds
can improve the stability of orientation map development and
robustness in response to changes in the input image properties.
We then show how inclusion of both these simple and biologi-
cally motivated mechanisms results in the development of other
emergent properties of V1 neurons, such as contrast-invariant
orientation tuning.
Model AL: homeostatic adaptation regulates
postsynaptic activity
In the Lmodel, the fixed activity threshold across all V1 units was
found to constrain robustness to contrast. For any positive
threshold value, there will be a range of low contrasts at which the
input to V1 units is below threshold and no development occurs.
At high contrasts, the postsynaptic activity of the V1 units will be
unbounded, resulting in map instabilities due to rapid Hebbian
learning constantly reorganizing receptive fields across the map.
In biological V1, the firing rates of different cortical neurons
cannot be characterized by a single, linear (and therefore un-
bounded) function of synaptic input. Unlike the linear model
units with fixed threshold, real neurons are thought to have in-
trinsic homeostatic plasticity, whereby each neuron regulates the
level of synaptic input required to generate an action potential by
changing the number and distribution of its ion channels (Davis
and Bezprozvanny, 2001; Daoudal and Debanne, 2003; Zhang
and Linden, 2003; Schulz, 2006; Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Kuba
et al., 2010). Such mechanisms allow each neuron to adapt its
firing threshold to maintain a suitable average activity as incom-
ing synaptic drive varies over time.
In the ALmodel, a simple model of homeostatic adaptation is
introduced to the cortical sheet, allowing individual V1 units to
adjust their firing thresholds to establish a suitable average target
activity (Eq. 8). The response of theON/OFF units remains linear
with respect to the photoreceptor activity (Fig. 7A); the new re-
lationship between ON/OFF response and V1 afferent activity is
illustrated by Figure 7B.
The quality and robustness of AL across input contrast is
greatly improved by the introduction of adaptive thresholds, sug-
gesting that intrinsic homeostatic adaptation plays an important
role in robust map development (Fig. 7C). With adaptation,
maps have more realistic pinwheel densities, and stability drops
off more slowly at high contrasts. At the low-contrast point
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shown in Figure 7D, self-organization is able to proceed as the
adaptive thresholds fall, ensuring activity in the V1 sheet and
compensating for the lower input levels.
At the mid-contrast point shown in Figure 7E, selectivity
and stability are higher and the maps are better organized than
in the Lmodel. This is demonstrated by the higher mapmetric,
which reflects the greater spacing between pinwheels in the
orientation map and the increasingly ring-shaped Fourier
power spectrum.
At high contrasts, selectivity continues to increase but map
quality and stability start to fall. The orientation map shown in
Figure 7F is highly selective everywhere, including around the
identified pinwheel locations. The result is a map with sharp
boundaries between regions of different orientation preference
instead of smooth transitions. The variance in pinwheel density
increases as the ring structure in the FFT degrades, due to the
hypercolumndistance becoming poorly defined in Fourier space.
The high selectivity is also evident in the highly elongated weight
profiles of the afferent connectivity from the ON/OFF sheets to
the V1 units.
The failure of the AL model at high contrast is due to the
same fundamental problem identified in the L model: rapid
Hebbian learning in the afferent connectivity from the LGN to
V1. Although the postsynaptic activity is now homeostatically
regulated, which keeps the intracortical circuitry working in a
well-defined range, the presynaptic activity in the ON and
OFF layers remains unbounded. The result is an effectively
very high afferent learning rate, causing recent inputs to be
memorized rather than being incorporated smoothly into the
map, and destroying stability. Moderating the postsynaptic
activity can only partially address this imbalance, so long as
the activity in the presynaptic ON and OFF sheets remains
unbounded.
Model GCL: gain control compensates for differences in
input strength
Rather than compensating for high presynaptic activity by regu-
lating postsynaptic excitability, an alternative and perhaps more
direct approach would be to limit the range of possible activity
levels reaching V1. This change would ensure that learning in the
afferent connections between the ON/OFF sheets and V1 cannot
be disrupted by high presynaptic activity.
Contrast-gain control, also known as normalization, is a well-
documented phenomenon whereby neurons have a nonlinear
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Figure 7. Model AL: adding homeostatic threshold adaptation improves selectivity, stability, andmap quality across all contrasts. All plotting conventions (colors, symbols, and scale bars) are as
in Figure6.A, The transfer function fromphotoreceptor activity to LGNactivity remainsunchanged.B, EachV1unit nowpossesses an independent adaptive threshold that is automatically adjusted
tomaintain a fixed target activity. C, Maps aremore stable across contrast, with higher selectivities at high contrast than the Lmodel. Map quality is relatively high throughout, with a drop at high
contrasts.D, TheALmodel can respond and self-organize at lower contrasts by lowering the adaptive threshold of V1units.E, AL self-organizes into higher-qualitymaps than L at identical contrasts,
though stability has suffered compared to D. F, Adaptation greatly improves the map quality relative to the L model at high contrasts. However, the map still suffers from sharp boundaries due to
highly selective connection fields (CFs) that are imprints of the elongatedGaussians presented to thephotoreceptor layer, and the FFTbecomesnon-ring-shapedat high contrast. Stability is also very
poor (with selectivity achieved longbefore stability), because the afferentweights continually reorganize at high contrasts. Thus, homeostatic adaptationoffers significant benefits over the Lmodel,
but is not sufficiently robust or stable to account for the animal data.
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response to input strength, compressing a wide range of inputs
into a smaller range of responses (Bonin et al., 2005). There is
a wealth of experimental evidence supporting the idea that
contrast-gain control first arises early in the visual pathway
(Shapley and Victor, 1978; Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Sclar,
1987; Truchard et al., 2000; Baccus andMeister, 2002; Alitto and
Usrey, 2004). A wide variety of candidate mechanisms have been
proposed (Carandini et al., 2002; Geisler and Albrecht, 1997;
Finn et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2000; for review, see Carandini
and Heeger, 2012).
In the GCL model, contrast-gain control is implemented us-
ing divisive inhibitory lateral connections between model ON/
OFF neurons, providing an “extraclassical” supressive surround
(Felisberti and Derrington, 1999; Bonin et al., 2005; Alitto and
Usrey, 2008).We would expect to obtain similar results using the
other mechanisms that have been proposed, but have not tested
them.The addition of gain control to the Lmodel ensures that the
afferent input to V1 is no longer a linear function of the input
image contrast, as shown in Figure 8A. Instead, the afferent input
to V1 saturates with increasing contrast.
Figure 8C shows that gain control in the ON/OFF sheets is
sufficient to greatly increase the robustness and stability of the
orientation map development process. By compensating for dif-
ferences in the presynaptic input to V1, stability is greatly im-
proved, with high map quality across most contrasts. Stability no
longer degrades at high contrast, selectivity remains stable even at
high contrast, and map quality remains consistently high.
At the low-contrast point shown in Figure 8D, contrast-gain
control has enabled some self-organization, boosting the weak
input signal over the firing threshold in the cortical layer. The
orientationmap is not as well organized as the corresponding AL
map (Fig. 7D), but this result does demonstrate that this contrast-
gain control mechanism amplifies weak afferent signals for low-
contrast inputs.
At themediumcontrast level shown inFigure 8E, the orientation
map is comparable to the equivalent ALmap. One common type of
artifact observed in GCL are the pinwheel clusters found in low-
selectivity regions, which do not appear in maps that have adaptive
thresholds in the cortical layer (Fig. 7). These pinwheel clusters per-
sist even in the high-contrast regime shown in Figure 8F.
The origin of these artifacts is illustrated by the afferent weight
pattern shown in Figure 8F (fourth pattern down). This set of
weights is noisy and has failed to self-organize, indicating areas of
the map lagging in their development.
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Figure8. Model GCL: adding contrast-gain control independently improves stability andmapquality. All plotting conventions (colors, symbols, and scale bars) are as in Figure 6.A, Contrast-gain
control in the ON/OFF sheets results in a nonlinear transfer function, compressing unbounded photoreceptor inputs into a bounded range of LGN activities.B, V1 units share the same fixed threshold
as those in the Lmodel. C, Map quality is improved across all contrasts andmap stability no longer degrades as contrast increases. Selectivity remains both high and stable with increasing contrast.
D, At the low-contrast point, GCAL can just begin to self-organize as contrast-gain control boosts enough of the afferent signal over the fixed V1 threshold for someHebbian learning to occur. E, GCL
self-organizes into higher quality maps than L at the same 25% contrast level. Unlike the ALmodel, some small areas of themap fail to self-organize properly, resulting in regions of low selectivity
andclusters of pinwheels.F, Forhigh (100%) contrast inputs,mapquality remains consistentlyhigh, connection fields (CFs) remainwell formed, themap remains smoothand theFFT is appropriately
ring shaped. However, small areas of the map fail to self-organize or develop selectivity, as shown by the noisy connection field. Overall, gain control supports robust and stable map development
across contrasts, but some neurons are left behind as the others develop, and cannot reach threshold, leading to unevenly organized maps.
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These areas of poor organization arisewhenneighboring cortical
regionsdeveloporientation selectivity slightlymorequickly, increas-
ing the postsynaptic activity of these surrounding regions. This in-
crease in the activity of neighboring units increases the strength of
the suppressive lateral interactions, further suppressing the develop-
ment of the region already lagging in self-organization. This
positive-feedback loop ensures that some areas of the map fail to
develop properly. Thus, although GCL is a clear improvement over
both L and AL, it does not robustly organize into biological maps
that include all of the simulated neurons.
Model GCAL: adaptation compensates for differences in
V1 activation
Homeostatic adaptation and contrast-gain control indepen-
dently improved map quality, selectivity, and robustness, but
bothmechanisms have been found to have specific shortcomings.
The final GCALmodel combines theON/OFF contrast-gain con-
trol mechanism from GCL (Fig. 9A) with the adaptive threshold
from AL in the cortical layer (B).
Analysis of this model in Figure 9C demonstrates that the
combination of these two mechanisms results in a model that
is extremely robust to contrast, while organizing much more
smoothly and consistently at any contrast than the other mod-
els. All maps at all visible contrasts achieve pinwheel density,
as shown by the map metric value. As an illustration, the data
for 40 GCAL simulations at 100% contrast have been replotted
in Figure 3D, where the cluster of red circles for the GCAL
model clearly fits into the range of pinwheel density values
seen in ferret maps. All FFT plots are ring shaped and compa-
rable to the biological maps, and none of the maps suffer from
the artifacts identified in the AL and GCL models. Selectivity
and map stability are achieved rapidly once sufficient contrast
is available, and remain constant across all contrasts.
The maps at the low-, medium-, and high-contrast points are
qualitatively indistinguishable; all afferent weights develop properly
without becoming overly selective at the expense of map quality.
Combining gain-control and homeostatic adaptation achieves a
trade-off between selectivity and map quality that results in highly
realistic orientation preference and selectivity maps that are ex-
tremely robust to variations in contrast.
Evidently, homeostatic adaptation complements gain control by
adjusting the postsynaptic target activity of each V1 unit, ensuring
the long-term smooth development across the map over many vi-
sual inputs and thus preventing any particular region of the map
from being poorly activated and thus lagging behind in the self-
organization process. Homeostasis helps ensure consistent map de-
velopment despite fluctuations in the input statistics acrossmultiple
presentations, by retaining aweightedhistory of previous activation.
Contrast-gain control in turn complements homeostatic ad-
aptation by compressing the dynamic range of each individual
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Figure 9. Model GCAL: combining homeostatic adaptation with gain control yields high-quality, selective, stable maps at all contrasts. All plotting conventions (colors, symbols, and scale bars)
are as in Figure 6.A, The contrast-gain controlmechanism introduced inGCL is retained.B, V1 units nowhave the sameadaptive threshold () as in theALmodel. C,Mapqualitymetric indicates that
all GCALmapshave very close topinwheel density for all simulated orientationmaps (also see Fig. 3D),with high stability and selectivity across all contrasts.D–F,Maps are properly self-organized
at all contrasts, with ring-shaped FFTs. At high contrast, GCAL remains smooth and does not suffer from low-selectivity pinwheel clusters or noisy connection fields (CFs) due to the introduction of
thehomeostatic threshold. Stability increases alongside selectivity, indicatinghighly stablemapdevelopment. TheGCALmodel robustly generates high-selectivity, highly stable, high-qualitymaps.
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input, regulating the presynaptic input between the ON/OFF
sheets and the cortical layer, and ensuring the rate of Hebbian
learning in the afferent connections matches the rate of develop-
ment of lateral cortical connectivity.
Even if the long-term average presynaptic activity in the
ON/OFF sheets is appropriate for normal Hebbian learning in
the afferent connections, the high dynamic range within a
single visual input would continue to disrupt the afferent con-
nectivity on time scales too rapid for the homeostatic thresh-
old to compensate. Contrast-gain control assists the action of
homeostatic adaptation over long time scales, normalizing the
dynamic range of activity of individual presentations and al-
lowing the activity threshold to respond to long-term trends in
the input and not to the transient variance within individual
presentations.
These two mechanisms perform two different operations on
different time scales that independently increase the robustness
of development to input contrast. Together these two operations
complement each others’ operation to adjust the average activity
and dynamic range of the presynaptic and postsynaptic neural
activity to ensure robust map development progresses smoothly
and regularly on both long and short time scales.
Stable and robust development using realistic inputs in the
GCAL model
The previous sections looked only at robustness to image con-
trast, but biologicalmaps appear to be robust against not only the
strength, but also the frequency and type of patterns, with similar
maps developing with and without eyes open and with and with-
out dark rearing. We now examine how the GCAL model previ-
ously testedwith the abstract Gaussian input patterns can be used
for other types of input patterns, without changing any of the
model parameters.
When an animal opens its eyes, the driving input to the LGN
and V1 changes from spontaneously generated patterns to natu-
ral visual input (Cragg, 1975; Beckmann and Albus, 1982; Tava-
zoie and Reid, 2000; Hooks and Chen, 2006; Huberman et al.,
2006). As described above, despite this change, orientation maps
measured at eye opening retain their orientation preferences, and
therefore mature into a final adult map that is similar to the map
measured at eye opening. We can model pre-eye-opening devel-
opment in the GCAL model using input image patterns that re-
semble intrinsically generated activity [loosely modeled after
retinal waves (Wong, 1999) and represented as noisy disk-shaped
patterns randomly placed on the retinal photoreceptors at each
iteration (Bednar and Miikkulainen, 2004)]. After eye opening,
development can be modeled using retinal inputs extracted from
a data set of natural images, from Shouval et al. (1996).
Figure 10 shows results from theGCALmodel, which includes
both gain control in the ON/OFF channels and homeostatic ad-
aptation, compared with experimental results from chronic op-
tical imaging in ferret. In themodel, when the input type changes
from noisy disks to natural images (at iteration 6000), there is no
decrease in the map orientation stability index (Fig. 10E), even
though selectivity continues to increase. The initialmap structure
generated before model “eye opening” is maintained after eye
opening, despite the change in the nature of the driving activity.
Note that no model parameters have been changed from the
previous simulations with Gaussian input stimuli; the model is
robust even to extreme changes in the input images without the
need for any compensatory changes in parameters.
It would not be possible to use these more realistic inputs in
the L or AL models without a significant retuning of the param-
eters. Without contrast-gain control, individual image-patch
presentations with high contrast will disrupt the afferent connec-
tivity from the LGN to the V1 sheets, as in Figures 6F and 7F. The
GCL model is more robust to contrast changes, yet, as shown in
Figure 8F, development of individual neurons is not robust, and
thus only the GCALmodel allows all neurons to develop robustly
across a wide range of inputs.
The stability of ferretmapdevelopment ismeasured in Figures
2,A andB, and 10D.We cannot directly compare iterations in the
model with days in the experimental data, because the precise
date of any initial starting point in the ferret is unclear. However,
we can qualitatively compare the overall pattern of stable devel-
opment for the experiment over the first 10,000 iterations, which
covers the period when selectivity and stability rise before satu-
rating in the model. In all the measured experimental cases, se-
lectivity values increase in conjunction with stability to their
maximum values over the course of development, which is also
true of the simulated data. In some ferrets in which the eyes are
surgically opened before the time of natural eye opening, very
faintmapswere already seen andwere alreadymore similar to the
final map than to the control condition. Similarly, model maps
that have begun to develop before eye opening are similar to the
final map (Fig. 10E). These results are similar to the average de-
velopment for all eight ferrets shown in Figure 2B and are consis-
tent with binocular deprivation experiments in cat (Crair et al.,
1998).
Of course,map stability could be achieved trivially by decreas-
ing the ability of neurons to adapt once an orientation map is
initially formed before eye opening (for example, by forcibly de-
creasing the Hebbian learning rate, as in many models). How-
ever, as shown in various experimental studies, maps continue to
adapt and mature after eye opening, and ultimately come to re-
flect some of the underlying statistics of the natural visual input.
For example, Figure 11A (reprinted from Tanaka et al., 2009)
shows experimentally measured biological maps with and with-
out continuous exposure to one particular orientation, using a
goggle-rearing oriented-blurring paradigm. These experimental
results suggest that when exposed to one particular orientation
after eye opening, orientation maps in V1 reorganize by expand-
ing the domains in the map that maximally respond to the
goggle-reared orientation,while reducing the areas responding to
the unexposed orientations. We can test this property in the
GCAL model by using post-eye-opening image data sets with
different orientation statistics. Such results are illustrated in Fig-
ure 11D, where themap is developed using the same set of natural
image patches used in Figure 10 after they have each been con-
volved with a vertically elongated Gaussian kernel, approximat-
ing the anisotropy introduced by goggle rearing. The resulting
orientation map also contains a much higher proportion of
vertical-preferring neurons. The differences between the model
map before and after eye opening, and as themap develops, show
that, as in the experimental data, domains of the model V1 pre-
ferring the predominant orientation have expanded as the map
hasmatured. TheGCALmodel is therefore robust and stable, but
also able to adapt to changes in the input statistics.
Finally, because the mechanisms added to make the GCAL
model were not arbitrary, but were chosen based on a wide range
of well-established experimental work, it is possible to make spe-
cific links between the behavior of the GCAL model’s neurons
and experimental data. For example, contrast-gain controlmech-
anisms have been proposed to be involved in contrast-invariant
tuning, whereby the tuning curves forV1neurons retain the same
width across contrasts (Sclar and Freeman, 1982; Skottun et al.,
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1987). Figure 12 shows that the GCAL model’s self-organized
orientation-selective neurons have achieved robust contrast-
invariant tuning. This property arises in the model because the
contrast-gain control in the ON/OFF channels increases the re-
sponses to low-contrast relative to high-contrast stimuli. The re-
current lateral interactions in V1 then ensure that differences in
the responses to preferred and nonpreferred orientations are am-
plified (Antolík, 2010). Responses to nonpreferred orientations
will therefore always be smaller than those to preferred orienta-
tions. Similar methods of achieving contrast-invariant orienta-
tion tuning have been described in previous nondevelopmental
models (Geisler andAlbrecht, 1997; Anderson et al., 2000; Caran-
dini et al., 2002; Finn et al., 2007), but to our knowledge GCAL is
the first model to show how contrast-invariant tuning using this
method can emerge robustly over development for a full map of
V1 neurons.
Discussion
We have shown that the integration of a small number of
simple, well-known, biologically realistic mechanisms is suf-
ficient to reproduce stable and robust map development.
Contrast-gain control in the early visual pathway and homeo-
static maintenance of activity levels have the effect of regulat-
ing both the presynaptic activity and postsynaptic activity of
V1 neurons. This regulation can ensure that throughout de-
velopment, activity levels, and therefore the rate of Hebbian
learning, remain stable. In this way, receptive fields of individ-
ual neurons can approach a final organized structure without
being overwritten many times, thus achieving the stability and
robustness observed in experimental studies. These mecha-
nisms also potentially underlie contrast-invariant orientation
tuning of single neurons.
Other activity-dependent models such as the elastic net
have previously demonstrated stable development for orien-
tation and for ocular dominance under certain conditions
(Keil andWolf, 2011; Keil et al., 2010). However, these models
are formulated at a more abstract level not suitable for identi-
fying important mechanisms like homeostasis and gain control. In
particular, they do not simulate responses to individual input
patterns such as natural images or retinal waves, and thus
cannot address robustness with respect to changes in the input
pattern types.
In the real biological system, the differences between input
types may be more (or less) extreme than those presented here,
leading to two possibilities. First, if the differences in the types of
inputs that drive the real visual system are more extreme, further
adaptationmechanismsmay be required. For instance, if the den-
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Figure 10. Stable map development before and after eye opening. A, Polar orientation maps recorded using chronic optical imaging at different ages in one ferret [Fig. 1A, ferret 1-3-3630;
reprinted from the study by Chapman et al. (1996)]. Scale bar, 2 mm. B, Simulated GCAL polar orientation maps. Noisy disk patterns drive the map development until 6000 iterations, after which
natural images are presented to themodel retina. A, B, Both the ferret andmodel map have a ring-shaped FFT (inset in the final map plot of each). C, Afferent connections from the ON sheet to V1
are shown for an arbitrary set ofmodel V1 units throughout development, to illustrate how neurons becomemore selective over time.D, Orientation stability indices (Eq. 1) across development for
the ferret fromA, replotted from Figure 2B for comparison. E, SI for the simulation shown inB. As selectivity develops in both the ferret and GCAL, themap smoothly increases in stability, indicating
a highly stable process of development. Stability can also be seen by tracking individual features of the orientation map across time, again for the ferret and for GCAL. These results show that the
mechanisms in GCAL are sufficient to account for the observed levels of stability in ferret map development.
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sity of edges in visual scenes varies dramatically across different
rearing environments (e.g., between desert and jungle environ-
ments), it may be necessary for the adaptationmechanism to take
both presynaptic and postsynaptic activity into account together
within each cell. We have implemented such amechanism in our
modeling, but found that it was not necessary to handle the range
of input types considered here, while being less obvious how to
implement locally in V1 or LGN neurons. Alternatively, if real
input differences are less extreme, the mechanisms introduced
here may not both be required, although this is an unlikely pos-
sibility given that there is substantial experimental evidence for
both of the simple mechanisms involved. The observation that
these mechanisms are also consistent with many other single-
neuron properties, such as contrast-invariant orientation selec-
tivity and automatic maintenance of average activity, suggests
that the visual system has achieved many different properties
using similar underlying mechanisms.
The ability of neurons to learn and adapt requires changes in
synaptic connectivity, yet it is also essential that neurons are nei-
ther excessively active or silenced. Both excessive activity and
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Figure 11. Experimental and GCAL model orientation maps developed in orientation-biased environments. A, Orientation map measured in a normally reared kitten at postnatal day 84 and
orientation histogram. The color and brightness indicate the preferred orientation and the orientationmagnitude, respectively. The color code for preferred orientations is shown to the side. Scale
bars: 2mm.B, Orientationmapmeasured in a kitten at postnatal day 42 after 13 d of goggle rearingwith vertical lines. Orientation histogram now shows a strong bias toward vertical orientations.
Reprinted from Tanaka et al. (2009). C, Orientation preferencemaps during development from a GCAL simulation driven by noisy disk patterns until 6000 iterations, after which natural images that
have been anisotropically blurred vertically are presented to themodel retinal photoreceptors.D, Histograms show an expansion of yellow (vertically preferring) regions in the orientation after eye
opening, reflecting the statistics of the natural image input and reproducing the results observed in biological map development.
Figure12. GCALmodel: contrast-invariantorientation tuning. Exampleorientation tuning curves for three representativemodelneurons,measuredat the indicated contrasts.Orientation tuning
width remains constant despite changes in contrast (except for small deviations at the lowest contrasts), as confirmed by the normalized tuning curves (inset).
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silence would lead to a loss of information at each level of the
neural pathway (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004), and so homeo-
static adaptation not only contributes to stable and robust map
development, but also helps to maintain the transfer of visual
information. More complex homeostatic mechanisms may also
stabilize map development, for example, by regulating the distri-
bution of activity rather than just the target average value (Tri-
esch, 2005) or by operating on the synaptic weights directly via a
process such as synaptic scaling (Tetzlaff et al., 2011). In any case,
the idea that neurons use some measure of their average activity
over time to trigger homeostasis and regulate their responses is
widely accepted, and the specific simple homeostatic mechanism
used in the GCAL model is sufficient to demonstrate how such
regulation improves stability and robustness.
In the visual pathway, it is possible that both homeostatic
adaptation and contrast-gain control are present at every stage of
processing. In the GCAL model, we have chosen to apply the
explicit contrast-gain control mechanism only to the ON/OFF
sheets and homeostatic adaptation only to the V1 units. It would
have been possible to add both of these mechanisms to all of the
stages of the model, but this would have made the effect of each
mechanism harder to analyze and interpret, and we do not be-
lieve such a change would affect our results significantly.
TheGCALmodel depends heavily on lateral interactions. Lat-
eral interactions in V1 arise because of lateral recurrent connec-
tions between neurons in V1 (Gilbert et al., 1990; Bosking et al.,
1997; primarily in layer 2/3). In other simple self-organizingmap
algorithms, these specific lateral interactions are replaced by a
more convenient and computationally efficient but highly ab-
stract mechanism. For example, in the self-organizing map
model (Obermayer et al., 1990; Kohonen 1982; Farley et al.,
2007), the algorithm finds the maximally active neuron in the
cortex based on the distance between the input pattern and each
neuron’s set of afferent weights. Afferent weights are then
adapted only in a specified circular (Gaussian) neighborhood
around the maximally active unit. There are therefore no specific
lateral interaction strengths in the SOM algorithm, weight
changes depend only on the position of themaximally active unit,
and the cortical activity does not depend on the contrast of the
input stimulus. As shown in this study, we believe that it is im-
portant to include specific lateral interaction strengths in mech-
anistic models of V1 to understand the constraints on the real
system.
Although lateral interactions are important for the operation
of theGCALmodel, the architecture is deliberately simplified and
does not reflect the detailed anatomy of cortical connectivity. In
animals, lateral interactions involve a complex circuit based on
long-range excitation and disynaptic inhibition, with different
effects at different contrasts (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Weliky et
al., 1995). Amodel related to GCAL demonstrates how this more
elaborate circuit could give similar results (Law, 2009), but re-
quires many more parameters and more complicated analysis
methods. Similarly, a related model shows how simulating mul-
tiple V1 laminae can explain both simple and complex cells in V1,
allowing neurons with random phase preferences to develop in
the simple cells and realistic orientationmaps in the complex cells
(Antolík and Bednar, 2011). These other models improve on the
realismof theGCALmodel, but because of their greater complex-
ity and the larger associated parameter spaces, they are more
difficult to analyze and understand, and so the GCAL model is
more useful for studying phenomena that do not require those
additional circuit elements.
Apart from the lateral connectivity, another feature of the
SOM and other algorithms that is not shared by the GCALmodel
is that each SOMV1neuron beginswith initial connections to the
whole of the retina. This starting point requires that both retino-
topic and orientation-selective receptive fields develop simulta-
neously. Achieving smooth development of both these features in
a computational model requires several global ad hoc mecha-
nisms. For example, the processes of lateral neighborhood de-
crease and learning rate decrease in the SOM algorithm help
ensure that self-organization does not fall into a local minimum
where the mapping is not retinotopic (i.e., they provide an “an-
nealing” of themap). These ad hocmechanisms themselves result
inmodel orientationmap instability, such as a decrease in the size
of orientation domains and a large reorganization of the map
over time. However, real V1 maps are arguably formed sequen-
tially, with a coarse retinotopic map already in place before the
orientation map (for review, see Huberman et al., 2008). In the
model algorithm presented here, there is an initial coarse retino-
topic map in V1, which avoids the need for global ad hoc mech-
anisms to achieve smooth map development.
The removal of ad hoc mechanisms and addition of mecha-
nisms explicitly regulating activity levels makes the GCALmodel
easier to understand with numerical simulations (as we have
done here), and we expect the same fundamental theoretical
principles of operation to apply to the GCAL model as for other
self-organizing map models (von der Malsburg, 1973; Kohonen,
1982). These properties have been analyzed extensively in previ-
ous work with these related models. In particular, the GCAL
model achieves good coverage and continuity in its representa-
tion of the input feature space (Swindale et al., 2000) by forming
sparse, decorrelated activity bubbles in response to each input,
just as in the LISSOM model (Miikkulainen et al., 2005). This
process has been shown to fold a high-dimensional feature space
onto a two-dimensional surface, as a discretized approximation
of the principal surfaces of the input (Ritter et al., 1992), and is a
formof dimensionality reduction (Durbin andMitchison, 1990).
We argue that the GCAL model should be seen as a mechanistic
implementation of the well-established principles of self-
organization, allowing them to proceed robustly for realistic in-
puts of variable strengths and types.
Apart from the specific models introduced, we showed how
pinwheel density can be used to assess the quality of simulated
orientation maps. Of course, pinwheel density is just one of
many factors that could be measured and compared between
maps, but we argue that it is a useful metric for several reasons.
First, there is a unique, cross-species reference value, which
allows objective decisions about map quality. Having a pin-
wheel density close to  is a necessary, if not always sufficient,
criterion for a map to be considered biological. Second, reli-
able high performance on this measure requires that the maps
be smooth (thus implicitly incorporating alternative metrics
like LHI; Nauhaus et al., 2008) and periodic (thus implicitly
incorporating the ringness in the Fourier power spectrum).
Third, the reference value of  was measured empirically
through careful analysis of the raw imaging data that ensured
that  pinwheel density is a genuine, structural property of the
underlying orientation map organization, not simply an arti-
fact of the particular filtering process used. This reference
value can thus be compared directly against values from sim-
ulated maps, which do not need filtering or other preprocess-
ing that requires human judgment.
The proposed metric could be extended to include additional
criteria for map quality, but those of which we are aware have
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significant issues that make them unsuitable for characterizing
model maps. For instance, systematic bias in the orientation his-
tograms has been quantified for biological maps (Coppola et al.,
1998; Mu¨ller et al., 2000). However, our results and those of
Tanaka et al. (2009) in Figure 11 show that these biases depend
crucially on the visual input statistics in bothmodels and animals,
rather than revealing inherent properties of the maps. Because
the visual statistics have not yet been measured for laboratory
environments, and are likely to vary significantly between labs,
the levels ofmap bias found in a particular study are not a suitable
reference value for a generalmodel. Similarly,Mu¨ller et al. (2000)
and Kaschube et al. (2010) show that biological maps have
slightly different average distances between pinwheels of the same
polarity (with orientation increasing clockwise or counterclock-
wise) or opposite polarities, which is also true of the high-quality
maps from the GCALmodel (data not shown). However, there is
no clear reference value for this difference, which varies across
maps and species. Calculating a meaningful value for polarity
biases also requires precise localization of independent pin-
wheels, which is difficult to automate for any maps other than
high-quality maps like those from GCAL. Thus, the pinwheel
polarity distribution gives relatively little information for distin-
guishing betweenmaps of varying quality.However, each of these
analyses can be useful alongside the proposed metric, and when-
ever reference values that hold across laboratories and across
species become available, the metric can be extended to include
these.
With recent advances in calcium imaging (e.g., two-photon
imaging), we anticipate novel, high-resolution experimental re-
sults concerning the time course ofmap development that we can
relate to the GCAL model. Although rodent species are most
commonly used in existing calcium-imaging studies, these tech-
niques are beginning to yield new results for species that develop
orientation maps, such as the macaque monkey (Nauhaus et al.,
2012). Using genetically encoded calcium indicators, it has also
become possible to use calcium imaging for chronic recordings
(Lu¨tcke et al., 2013). Chronic calcium recordings of orientation
map development would complement the existing optical imag-
ing results, offering insights into the process of map formation at
cellular resolution.
The GCAL model may also be applicable for understanding
cortical development in species that do not form continuous ori-
entation maps, such as rodents Ohki et al. (2005). The homeo-
static adaptation and contrast-gain control mechanisms remain
applicable even with salt-and-pepper organization of prefer-
ences, and it has been shown that this type of organization can
emerge in models related to GCAL (Law, 2009). It may be possi-
ble to adapt the GCALmodel to account for other developmental
phenomena involving orientation-selective cells, such as the con-
vergence of ipsilateral eye and contralateral eye orientation pref-
erence in binocular cells of mice (Wang et al., 2010). The GCAL
model’s robust mechanisms should allow the transition between
intrinsic activity and visually driven activity to be simulated with
little or no retuning of model parameters.
Finally, the realistic features of the GCAL model make this
model a useful starting point for investigating properties of map
development using a wide range of inputs. Previous state-of-the-
art high-dimensional models of topographic map development,
such as the LISSOMmodel (Miikkulainen et al., 2005), required
a complete retuning of a large number of parameters depending
on the input patterns used. However, there is a relatively small
number of free parameters of the GCAL model (Hebbian learn-
ing rate, target V1 activity, strength of RGC/LGN inhibition, and
V1 lateral interaction strengths). Moreover, these values hold for
a wide range of inputs without any tuning.
Fundamentally, we believe that contrast-gain control and ho-
meostatic adaptation are important basic principles underlying
topographic map development, even though they have primarily
been considered only at the single-neuron and small-network
levels in previous work.
Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at www.topographica.
org. The models are implemented in the Topographica simulator, freely
available at www.topographica.org. This material has not been peer
reviewed.
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